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When an intense picosecond laser pulse is loaded upon a dense plasma, a high energy

density plasma bunch, including electron bunch and ion bunch, can be generated in the

target. We simulate this process through one-dimensional particle-in-cell simulation

and find that the electron bunch generation is mainly due to a local high energy density

electron sphere originated in the plasma skin layer. Once generated the sphere rapidly

expands to compress the surrounding electrons and induce high density electron layer,

coupled with that, hot electrons are efficiently triggered in the local sphere and traveling

in the whole target. Under the compressions of light pressure, forward-running and

backward-running hot electrons, a high energy density electron bunch generates. The

bunch energy density is as high as TJ/m3 order of magnitude in our conditions, which is

significant in laser driven dynamic high pressure generation and may find applications

in high energy density physics. © 2018 Author(s). All article content, except where

otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5023283

How to produce extremely high pressure in laboratory is of critical importance in high pressure

physics, which can find applications in material science,1–3 high energy density physics,4,5 labora-

tory astrophysics6,7 and laser fusion8–10 etc. In the past decades, the intense laser driven dynamic

high pressure has attracted much attention due to its low cost, short experimental period and fine

controllability.11–14 When a solid target is irradiated by an intense laser pulse, a strongly heated

and highly pressurized frontal layer will form through the energy absorption from the laser pulse

(stage I) and then shock wave will produce and propagate in the undisturbed solid target (stage II).

For their different characteristics, stage I is usually described by the hydrodynamics model15,16 while

stage II can be simulated by molecular dynamic method.17 Recently, due to the fast development

in the controlling of short intense laser pulses and the fabrication of nanometer targets, people are

beginning to consider the laser loading with short duration laser pulses, e.g. ps or fs laser, upon sub-

micrometer films. For this new situation, hydrodynamic model, which has superiority in describing

the physical phenomena in the nanosecond time scale and micrometer length scale, meets great chal-

lenges since the single-particle dynamics becomes significant in the interactions. To appropriately

describe the particle dynamics, the particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation is an effective and efficient way.

Li et al. investigated the physics in stage I with PIC method and find that pressure as high as 0.13 TPa

can be generated after the laser pulse with intensity 1015 W/cm2 and 5 ps pulse duration is injected

upon a nanometer solid density plasma.18,19 The peak pressure is shown to be resulted from an high

energy density plasma bunch produced through plasma implosion under extremely high light pres-

sure. Although it is significant importance in the extremely dynamic high pressure generation, the
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dynamics of high energy density plasma bunch is not so clear. Hence, in this letter, we amply simu-

late the process of high energy density plasma bunch generation and analyze its underlying physical

mechanism. For the length limit, we just discuss the electron dynamics in the high energy density

plasma bunch generation in this letter. All the calculations are carried out by the software package

VORPAL20 developed by Tech-X company.

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of our physical model, in which an intense ps laser pulse

with intensity 1016 W
/

cm2 propagating along the positive direction of x axis normally irradiates a

solid film described by a pre-formed plasma with a density near the plasma critical density, so called

pre-plasma. The pre-plasma is comprised of singly-charged hydrogen ions and electrons with the

mass ratio mi

/

me = 1836, where mi and me are the ion and electron masses, respectively. The plasma

pressure is calculated by its microscopic definition,

p≡
dI

dtdA
=

∑

i,3ix>0

nim3
2
ix, (1)

where dI is the total particle momentum impinging upon an area dA in a period of time dt, ni is the

number density of particles with velocity 3i, 3ix is the x component of velocity, and m is the particle

mass. In relativistic conditions, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as,

p =
∑

i,3ix>0

niγim03
2
ix

= m0c2
∑

i,3ix>0

ni

u2
ix

γic2

= m0c2n|ux>0

〈

u2
x

γc2

〉

.

(2)

Where m0 is the rest mass of particle, c is light speed in vacuum, n|ux>0 is the number den-

sity of particles running in the positive x direction and 〈· · ·〉 denotes the corresponding average.

γ = 1/
√

1 − 32/c2 is the Lorentz factor and ux = γ3x. If one considers the particles with ux < 0, the

calculated pressure is acting on the negative x direction.

Through intensive calculations, some optimal laser and plasma parameters that prompt to

produce extremely high pressure are found in former works.18,19 Here we substantially adopt

those optimal parameters but change few of them just to increase the computational efficiency.

New parameter assemble is as follows: a linear polarized plane wave pulse with wavelength

λ = 0.4µm, intensity I = 1016 W
/

cm2 and pulse duration τ = 1 ps is injected upon a pre-plasma

target with initial density n0 = 2nc = 1.393 × 1028 m−3, thickness d = 0.2λ and initial temperature

T0 = 1000 K, where nc = πmec2/e2λ2 is plasma critical density, me and e are electron mass and

electron charge, respectively. The physical model can produce an extremely high pressure with its

peak value up to TPa order of magnitude in the target, which is mainly due to a high energy density

plasma bunch generated in the target (see Fig. 2).

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the physical model. The laser wavelength is λ = 0.4µm and the pulse duration is τ = 1 ps. The

thickness of the pre-plasma target is d = 80 nm.
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FIG. 2. Spatial and temporal evolution of (a) plasma energy density and (b) plasma pressure. Physical quantities are plotted

in their logarithmic forms. The laser pulse starts to interact with the target at t = 0 ps and the pre-plasma target sits in

x = 0 ∼ 0.2λ.

To investigate how this bunch is generated, we firstly plot the number density and pressure of

forward-running and backward-running electrons, respectively in Fig. 3. As is shown in Fig. 3, the

laser pulse continuously driven electric currents and return currents in the target especially in the

plasma skin layer (∼ 10 nm) until t ∼ 250 fs when hot electrons generated due to enough energy

density (∼TJ/m3) of the skin layer. Once generated the hot electrons transport in the whole target with

a velocity 3hef ∼ 9.67 × 106 m/s. At the spatial and temporal key point R, the hot electrons arrived

at the target rear surface for the first time and some of them rushed out resulting in an intense sheath

field which inversely forces electrons to comeback. The coming back hot electrons immediately form

hot electric return current transporting in the target with a velocity 3heb ∼ 8.96 × 106 m/s. At the

spatial and temporal key point S, the hot electric return current arrived at the right side of the skin

layer, which results in the obvious increase of the density in the right side of the skin layer due to

the intense compression induced by the returning hot electrons. With the time evolution, more and

more hot electric currents and their return currents are induced. The forward compressions of light

FIG. 3. Spatial and temporal evolution of (a) number density of forward-running electrons, (b) number density of backward-

running electrons, (c) pressure of forward-running electrons, and (d) pressure of backward-running electrons, respectively.

Two spatial and temporal key points R and S are marked in the figure with their coordinates R(0.21,263.4), and S(0.085,271.5)

in space and time, respectively. Physical quantities are plotted in their logarithmic forms. The simulation parameters are as

same as Fig. 2.
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pressure (∼ 333.52 GPa) and forward-running hot electrons together with the backward compression

of the returning hot electrons finally induce the high energy density electron bunch (HEDEB).

For the important role played by the hot electrons in the generation of HEDEB, we divide

all electrons into cold subsystem and hot subsystem according to their kinetic energy Ek , namely,

electrons with kinetic energy under a critical value Ekc are cold while the other are hot, where Ekc is

defined as Ekc = 0.5Ekm and Ekm is the maximum kinetic energy a free electron can obtain in the laser

field, respectively. In our condition Ekm ∼ 298.3935 eV. After this classification we plot the spatial

and temporal evolution of the cold subsystem and hot subsystem of corresponding electron density

in Fig. 4. As assistant analysis, the x component of electric field Ex and the unclassified electron

density are also plotted in the figure.

As is shown in Fig. 4, when classified according to kinetic energy, the spatial and temporal

evolution of electron density demonstrates a drivage model in the target frontal layer with a thickness

dfl ∼ 20 nm (Fig. 4(c) and (d)), which can affect the generation of HEDEB. As is not the main

topic in this letter, the mechanism underlying the drivage model is not discussed. Qualitatively

speaking, it is dominated by the checks and balances of electron energy density, electron pressure,

electromagnetic field energy density and light pressure in the drivage surface. The evolution of the

drivage surface in the spatial and temporal evolution figure of electron density is called drivage wave.

Generally, a drivage wave starts with considerable hot electrons coming back from the left vacuum

(see point C in Fig. 4) and comes to an end with considerable hot electrons rushing out (see point F

in Fig. 4).

From the spatial and temporal evolution of hot electron density shown in Fig. 4(d), we can see that

a localized dense sphere of hot electrons with energy density up to TJ/m3 order of magnitude forms

at x ∼ 0.067λ and t ∼ 253 fs. For high energy density, the sphere expands rapidly in both directions

of x axis, which results in the density increase on its left and right sides. When the time evolves to

t ∼ 261 fs, numerous hot electrons that can penetrate the whole target are trigged (marked as point

B in Fig. 4(d)). The forward-running hot electrons transit through the target and forms the return hot

electrons under the force of the sheath field near the target rear surface while the backward-running

hot electrons partially breaks the dense folium and rushed out of the front surface, which leads to

the intensive loss of hot electrons (Fig. 4(d)) and thus induces intense positive electric field in the

FIG. 4. Spatial and temporal evolution of (a) x component of electric field, (b) number density of unclassified electrons,

(c) number density of cold electrons, and (d) number density of hot electrons, respectively. Cold electrons are those whose

kinetic energy is less than a critical value Ekc defined as Ekc = 0.5Ekm, while those with Ek > Ekc are hot ones, where

Ekm ∼ 298.3935 eV is the maximum kinetic energy a free electron can be accelerated by the laser field. Some spatial

and temporal key points are marked in the figure, whose coordinates in space and time are A(0.053,252), B(0.055,261),

C(0.057,265), D(0.075,268.7), E(0.0815,271.5), F(0.06,277.56), G(0.084,282.15), and H(0.088,290.35), respectively. Physical

quantities are plotted in their logarithmic forms. The simulation parameters are as same as Fig. 2.
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target region between point B and C (Fig. 4(a)). The rushing out hot electrons in the target front

surface produce a kick upon the cold electrons and the coming back hot electrons from vacuum also

compress the cold electrons, which makes the density of cold electrons increase near the target front

surface (Fig. 4(c)). Point C in Fig. 4 indicates the start of a drivage wave related to intense returning

hot electron current from vacuum, which cracks the dense cold electron folium into two parts. One

part named as pre-electron-bunch (PEB) transports along the drivage wave (C-D in Fig. 4(c)), the

other keeps in the target front surface (C-F in Fig. 4(c)). At point D the drivage wave is collided

by another one, which slightly changes the evolution path of PEB (Fig. 4(c)). Then the PEB meets

the pre-compressed dense electron folium on the right side of the hot electron sphere (Fig. 4(b)

and (d)), which violently changes the evolution path of PEB and increases its density. Soon, the

returning hot electrons from the target rear surface arrive at the PEB (point E in Fig. 4(d)) resulting in

an energetic compression onto the PEB. The intense compressions of light pressure, forward-running

and backward-running hot electrons make the PEB density remarkably increase and finally trigger

the formation of the HEDEB (E-G in Fig. 4(b)).

It is clear that the drivage wave can affect the generation of HEDEB. Actually it also affects its

transportation in the target. As is collided by the drivage wave, a few electrons in HEDEB may be

decelerated and separate from the parent substance even form a new electron bunch whose trans-

port velocity is lower than the original one (point H in Fig. 4(b)). This is a crucial reason why the

HEDEB splits and desaturates in its evolution path. In applications of high energy density particle

bunch, a low energy spread, small divergence angle and high density bunch is needed. So we need

to weaken the influence of the drivage wave in these applications. It is worth to note that the high

energy density plasma bunch generation can be found tremendous similarity to the plasma block

generation based on the skin layer acceleration by nonlinear forces,10,21,22 which is confirmed in

theoretical21,23,24 and experimental25–28 researches and has already been used in the fusion igni-

tion, e.g. PW-ps laser induced plasma block-ignition in fusion reaction of protons with the isotope

of boron.8–10 The ultrahigh particle density of the plasma block is million times higher than that

obtained in all classical accelerators, which can induce extremely high pressure and easily satisfy

the ignition requirements of the proton-boron fusion reaction. The forward-running plasma bunch

shown in this work is similar to the plasma blocks induced through the skin layer acceleration by

nonlinear forces,10,21 which proves that the high energy density plasma bunch is significant in laser

driven dynamic high pressure physics and may find potential applications in high energy density

physics.

In summary, through one dimensional PIC method, we investigated the electron dynamics of the

high energy density plasma bunch generation with an intense picosecond laser pulse loaded upon a

sub-micrometer dense plasma target. The HEDEB generation is mainly due to a laser driven dense

and hot electron sphere which rapidly expands and triggers numerous hot electrons traveling in the

whole target. Under the compressions of light pressure, forward-running and backward-running hot

electrons, the HEDEB efficiently generate. It should be reminded that we just revealed how the

HEDEB is induced in this work. Actually the ions also play an important role. Moreover, a thick

solid target is usually attached to the rear surface of the pre-plasma target, which will absorb the

energy imparted from the pre-plasma and induce an intense shock pressure in the solid target. These

issues are all attractive, which will be considered in future work including laser boron fusion.29
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